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Abstract: Systems with high-temperature superconductors (HTSC) impose new requirements on power conversions, since the main part of the losses in such systems is induced in the semiconductor diodes of the converters. Within the framework of this study, the possibility of improving the static and dynamic characteristics of power semiconductor diodes using cryogenic cooling was confirmed; in some cases, a loss reduction of up to 30% was achieved.
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1. Introduction

To improve the weight and size parameters of generation and electric propulsion systems, electric machines and cable lines based on high-temperature superconducting materials of the second generation (HTSC-2) can be used [1]. In such systems, it is impossible to consider an electric machine in isolation from other elements, especially electronic converters. At present, in the vast majority of cases, an electric machine works in conjunction with a semiconductor energy converter: a power factor corrector, a rectifier, an electric motor controller, etc. These devices, which are directly connected to the windings of the electrical machine, affect the harmonic composition of the phase currents. The harmonic composition of the current is a very important parameter for HTSC windings since the losses in them strongly depend on it [2]. Studies conducted at the Department 310 MAI have shown that when a non-linear load is supplied from a generator with HTSC windings, an active correction of the shape of the phase currents using a power electronic converter is necessary. Otherwise, the losses from the higher current harmonics can be so great that the cryosupport system can no longer cope with heat removal and the superconductor will go into a normal state.

Due to the fact that superconducting electrical machines require the presence of a cryogenic cooling circuit, it seems appropriate to investigate the possibility of integrating power semiconductor converters into this circuit. Cooling the heatsinks of power semiconductor devices with liquid nitrogen can also have a positive effect on the weight and size parameters of the system. It is proposed to use indirect cryogenic cooling of converters by pumping liquid nitrogen through tubes built into the radiator (the so-called cold plate). In this regard, it must be emphasized that the temperature of semiconductor components can fluctuate over a wide range with this method of cooling [3]. It also means that the lowest achievable temperature of the component will be higher than the boiling point of liquid nitrogen.

The main problem of the development of cryogenic cooling of power semiconductors is the unexplored effect of cryogenic cooling of components on the operation of the device. Since temperature and thermal processes are the main factor determining reliability, this issue is a priority. In particular, this follows from the various expansion coefficients of...
There are a fairly large number of studies devoted to determining the characteristics of electronic semiconductor components at the boiling point of liquid nitrogen [5–8]. However, there are very few works in which power semiconductor devices are tested in the entire temperature range from +25 °C to −195.75 °C. Among them, we can highlight the most outstanding, for example, [9], some works where the diode model of promising structures was corrected with experimental confirmation; and [10], where the static and dynamic characteristics of semiconductors were considered in a wide temperature range. However, the information presented in these publications is not universal, since the behavior of the characteristics of each particular semiconductor component is unique. This article is devoted to the experimental determination of the static characteristics of some power semiconductor diodes in a given temperature range and the analysis of the obtained dependencies.

2. Materials and Methods

To determine the dependence of the characteristics of power semiconductor devices on temperature in the range from −195.75 °C to +25 °C, a special test bench was developed and manufactured.

The device under study is mounted on a radiator through the tubes from which liquid nitrogen is pumped. The temperature sensor is attached to the heatsink as close as possible to the component under test. To control the temperature, the flow of liquid nitrogen is controlled using a manual valve. To prevent the formation of frost on the surface of the component under study, the space surrounding the component is evacuated.

When the valve is opened, the flow of liquid nitrogen under the action of pressure injected in the first Dewar vessel is pushed out through the tube towards the radiator. For a sufficiently long time, nitrogen passes through the tubes in a gaseous state. Once the radiator is cool enough, nitrogen begins to flow through the tubes in a liquid state and drains into a second open Dewar vessel. Cooling occurred at a rate of approximately 2–5 K per minute, which made it possible to measure the static and dynamic parameters of the diodes at a certain temperature, set with an accuracy of one degree. Measurements were made in steps of 10 K from 293 K to the minimum achievable temperature, which was 100 K with this method of cooling. The block diagram of the test bench is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Structural diagram of the test bench.](image-url)
As part of the tests for temperature measurement, an OVEN 2TRM1 thermostat was used as an indicator and a DTS324-100P.VZ.41/0.5 sensor compatible with it. The absolute error of temperature measurement is the sum of the error of the temperature controller and the temperature sensor, and in total is 3.35–3.5 K. The appearance of the test bench is shown in Figure 2.

For static tests, a Kepco BOP 10–100 MG controlled current source was used. The signal was controlled using PC with NI SignalExpress 2014 and NI SCB-68a. During dynamic tests, two TEC 14 power supplies connected to a pulsed transistor power amplifier were used to form a bipolar signal. As a result of static tests, a current–voltage characteristic (CVC) was obtained.

A Yokogawa DL850E oscilloscope-recorder was used as a means of measuring electrical parameters and recording data. In the study of static characteristics, a Yokogawa 720,250 measuring module was used to record the parameters, and a Yokogawa 720,211 measuring module was used for dynamic characteristics. Both modules make it possible to measure voltage with an error of 0.5% of the maximum value of the selected range [11]. The stand measurement errors are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of the measured signals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Dynamic Tests</th>
<th>Static Tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured current range, A</td>
<td>−0.2 … +0.2</td>
<td>0 … 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute current measurement error, A</td>
<td>±0.002</td>
<td>±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. rev. current values, A</td>
<td>−0.05 … +0.05</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured voltage range, V</td>
<td>−20 … +20</td>
<td>0 … 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute voltage measurement error, V</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>±0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. rev. voltage values, V</td>
<td>−15 … +15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The current values during static tests were calculated based on the voltage values on the measuring shunt made using low-inductance resistors LVR03, with an accuracy of 1%.
The sensor contains 10 LVR03 resistors connected in parallel and has a resistance of 0.001 ohm.

To study the dynamic characteristics of a diode, a test signal of a special shape is required. This is due to the high rate of reverse recovery processes of modern diodes. In the case of a test signal with a low switching rate, the reverse recovery processes may be hardly noticeable, or even absent. To form the corresponding signals, a pulsed transistor power amplifier was developed, the simulation computer model of which is shown in Figure 3.

![Simulation model of a pulsed amplifier in the OrCad program.](image)

The amplifier is assembled using high-frequency complementary bipolar transistors. To prevent the saturation of transistors, non-linear Baker circuits on diodes D17-D20 are used. The amplifier is controlled using the Aktakom signal generator, which in Figure 4 is represented by a source of pulsed voltage V1. The signal generator ensures the rise and fall time of the pulse is no more than 20 ns.

A problem with both static and dynamic testing is the heating of the semiconductor component crystal by the test signal. This means that during the test pulse, as the current increases, the temperature difference between the sensor and the crystal also increases. This causes an additional error in estimating the temperature of the component. This error can be estimated using either analytical calculations (assuming that the heating process is adiabatic) or finite element analysis. In both cases, it is necessary to be aware of the design of the semiconductor device and its thermophysical properties, including the heat capacities of all the structural elements. Obtaining this information is a very difficult task. In this regard, in this work, the temperature of the radiator of the studied component was measured de facto. In addition, it should be noted that the test signal is a small series of short pulses with low energy, which allows us to assume that the temperature of the crystal of the device under study will slightly differ from the temperature of the radiator.

For processing and outputting graphs in the .wdf format, the Mathworks MatLab program version 2022a with the WDF Access add-on was used.
3. Results

During the tests, the dynamic and static characteristics of power silicon diodes were obtained. The components used by the authors in current developments were selected as samples. The list of components is presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample №</th>
<th>Models Name</th>
<th>Rev. Voltage, V</th>
<th>Avg. Forward Current, A</th>
<th>Rev. recov. Time, ns</th>
<th>Corps</th>
<th>Dimens., mm</th>
<th>Mass, g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SKR47F17</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>TO-218</td>
<td>38 × 15 × 4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HFA30PA60C</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>TO-247</td>
<td>34 × 16 × 5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>VUO160-12NO7</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>PWS-E</td>
<td>94 × 54 × 30</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>VS-HFA120</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>SOT-227</td>
<td>38 × 26 × 12</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 4 and 5 show the graphs of the reverse recovery process obtained as a result of experiments and the direct branch of the CVC. For samples 1 and 2, due to some circumstances, the dynamic characteristics were investigated only for two temperatures.

*Figure 4. Graphs of the reverse recovery process (top) of the samples and the forward branch of the CVC (bottom) for samples 1 (a) and 2 (b).*
Figure 5. Graphs of the reverse recovery process (top) of the samples and the forward branch of the CVC (bottom) for samples 3 (a) and 4 (b).

The dynamic characteristics showed a uniform change in the form of a decrease in dynamic losses. This is also associated with a decrease in the reverse recovery time of the diode. If we pay attention only to the characteristics of sample 4 (Figure 5a), then we can assume that the reverse recovery time decreases almost linearly with decreasing temperature. However, the nature of the change in the reverse recovery process of sample 3 suggests that, in fact, there is a reduction in the reverse recovery stage with the most intense current strength (Figure 5b). This is confirmed by the non-linearity of the transition point from the amplitude value of the reverse recovery current to the value of the leakage current.

In addition, it should be noted that the recovery process of samples 1, 2, and 4 has an oscillatory character. This may be due to the influence of the parasitic inductance of the design and capacitance of the pn junction of the diode at low reverse recovery times (samples 1, 2, and 4 belong to the class of “fast” diodes).

The change in static characteristics with temperature is less unambiguous. The threshold voltage of the diodes in all cases increased with decreasing temperature. This can be seen from the transfer of the minimum current at a lower temperature in the direction of increasing voltage for each diode.

It is important to note a significant indicator of the change in static losses—the voltage drop across the diode for a given forward current. Since the region of high currents was chosen, then the studied components will reveal three options for changing this indicator. In the first case, there was an increase in voltage with decreasing temperature; in the second—a decrease; and in the third—a non-linear nature of the changes. The non-linear nature of the changes in the voltage drop at a given current was revealed in sample
1, which at first showed a tendency to increase the voltage in the region of high currents with a decrease in temperature, and after a certain temperature, the reverse process began. The CVC of sample 3 can be attributed to the first type, and samples 2 and 4, to the second. The CVC of samples 2 and 4 suggest a significant energy benefit from the use of cryogenic cooling in the case of prevailing static losses during the normal operation of the converter.

4. Discussion

To obtain an estimate of the change in static losses according to the CVC, the dependencies shown in Figure 6 were built. They reflect the ratio of the power of static losses at different temperatures to the maximum heat release, which for different devices falls at different temperatures. Thus, the resulting set of such energy characteristics is approximately in the same range and a numerical assessment of the change in static losses for each characteristic is possible. Given the equal sampling frequency of the oscilloscope, the losses were calculated as the average instantaneous power at positive currents and voltages of the test signal.

![Normalized static losses](image)

**Figure 6.** Normalized static losses.

Based on the characteristics obtained, it can be concluded that the voltage drop at a given forward current has a strong influence on the resulting static losses. A decrease in this indicator corresponds to a decrease in static losses. The following conclusion can be made on the fact that it is energetically more profitable to use diodes in the region of higher currents in cryogenic cooling.

The dynamic loss during diode reverse recovery is calculated as the average of the power dissipated. The decrease in dynamic losses is explained by a decrease in the charge that is accumulated by the diode in the off state as the temperature decreases. This leads to both a decrease in the reverse recovery time and a decrease in the amplitude of the reverse recovery current in the case of samples 2–4. Characteristics normalized by the maximum value are shown in Figures 7 and 8. In contrast to static losses, the maximum losses in the reverse recovery process are recorded at a maximum temperature of 293 K. This point corresponds to the maximum reverse recovery time for all the samples.
Figure 7. Dependencies of the normalized values of the reverse recovery time on temperature.

Figure 8. Dependencies of the normalized losses in the process of reverse recovery on temperature.

Dynamic losses are an indicator that depends on the actual mode of operation of the diode. In the case of a single reverse recovery process, this only suggests an idea of how the dynamic losses will change, not allowing you to accurately calculate how the dynamic losses will change during the normal operation of the proposed device. However, this indicator allows one to obtain an estimate of heat dissipation using oscillographic measurements in a real circuit.

If it is advisable to cool electronics with liquid nitrogen, this will improve the efficiency of all devices where liquid nitrogen cooling is already used (for example, in MRI). In addition, this effect can be used with other refrigerants used as fuel—liquefied natural gas or liquid hydrogen.
5. Conclusions

In the course of studying the influence of low and cryogenic temperatures on the static and dynamic characteristics of power silicon semiconductor diodes, the dependencies of the current–voltage characteristics and the reverse recovery time on temperature were obtained for several samples in the range from +25 °C to −195.75 °C.

Based on the results of the study, it can be concluded that further research is promising in the field of using cryogenic cooling of power stages of semiconductor converters operating in the same system with superconducting electrical machines. This conclusion is based on the fact that both static and dynamic parameters of power semiconductor diodes demonstrate such a tendency with decreasing crystal temperature, which should lead to a decrease in both types of losses.

In order to confirm the rationality of such a solution, further studies of the effect of cryogenic temperatures on the static and dynamic characteristics of power semiconductor components, including power transistors, are required. The final conclusion can be made only after testing a real power semiconductor converter with experimental determination of losses in its elements.

Separately, it should be emphasized that for the practical application of cryogenic cooling in power electronics, it is necessary to study the effect of thermal cycling on the electrical parameters of semiconductor components and their design. This may be the subject of further research.
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